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1. Take a look at how your original insoles fit inside your
shoes; if they do not fit very well (too wide or too thin or
bunched up against the edge of the shoe), you can add
material when you trim the adapt insole. Now Take them
out of your shoes.
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Get Started

2. Separate the arch from the insole, and separate the
meta pads from the arch.
Put your Adapt insoles Velcro-down on a flat surface.

3. Place your old insoles on top of the Adapt insoles,
lining them up on the Adapt insoles with the inner arch
and heel of the adapt insole (because you will later cut
the outer edge of the adapt insole).
4. If your original insoles fit your shoes well, then take a
marker and trace the outline of the original insole onto
the adapt insole, then cut with scissors. Your adapt
insole should now match the shape of the original insole.
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Trimming
your insoles.

5. If your original insole did not fit the shoe very well,
then as you draw the outline, add or remove material
where necessary to ensure an optimal fit to your shoe.
Once you have finished drawing the outline, cut along
the line with scissors and your adapt insole should look
like your original insole but with some extra material to fill
in any gaps from your original insoles.
6. If you want to cut your adapt insoles to match your
foot shape, wearing a pair of socks, trace the outline of
your foot with a marker onto the adapt insole. Once you
have drawn the outline of your foot shape, cut along the
line with scissors. But remember if you do this step, your
adapt insoles might not fit your shoes very well because
they will be wider and that might be uncomfortable. And
if you need wider shoes, please try our Adjustable
cycling shoes as well!

7. Put the arch back onto the insole as far back as
possible, then put the insoles in your shoes and stand
up, or go for a small walk or jog, or ride and notice the
feeling.

8. Now move the carbon arch onto the middle of the
Velcro, put your shoes on again and stand up, walk
around, jog, ride and notice the feeling.
9. Now move the carbon arch onto the front of the
Velcro, then put your shoes back on and again stand up,
walk around, jog, ride and notice the feeling.
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Find the right
Which position felt most comfortable? - put the arch's
arch position 10.
back to that position. Make sure that you do not feel any
hard edges at the front (ball) or back (heel) of your foot.
Move the arch slightly away from pressure points if you
do.
11. Now that you have found the correct general area,
you can micro adjust the position of the arch by
incrementally moving it forward or backwards, or inwards
until you find the most comfortable position. It might take
several rides or runs to get the right position. Also use a
pen and mark the arch's position on the insole.

12. Next gently bend back the meta pad arm and put the
meta pad as far back as you can, then put your insoles
back into your shoes, and stand up, go for a walk or jog,
or click in and ride your bike. Note the feeling. Repeat
this process with the meta pad in the middle and front,
just as you did with the arch,.
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Finding the
right
metapad
position.

13. Which position was most comfortable? - put the meta
pad back into that position.

14. When you start riding or running, the insoles and
meta pad have not yet moulded to your foot and may
feel a bit snug or tight. That is normal, just keep riding,
the Adapt insole foam will mould to your foot over 15 to
30 hours of riding or 4 hours of running, becoming
increasingly more comfortable as they do so.
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Wearing the
insoles in +
optimizing
Arch/Meta
setup

15. Now, go out and use insoles, further tweaking the
arch + meta positions of each individual foot for comfort
and feel; moving them back/forth, in/out, or by rotating,
as needed. If you feel numbness, pain or tingling on
your foot, something is misalignment. Stop your
activity right away, remove the insole from your shoe
and move the arch a few mm away from the problem
zone; backward or forward, inward or outward, or
rotating a little. You should feel immediate improvement
on doing so. Note that most people feel more
comfortable with the arch positioned further back, rather
than further forward.
16. You may find your are more comfortable with the
meta pad. You may find you are most comfortable
without it. Feel free to remove it and test how that feels,
understanding that lateral or central metatarsal head
pain is almost always alleviated by optimizing the
position of the meta pad; not removing it.

